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NO. H

Student Royalty To Reign At Pavillon
MASOUED SLEUTHS READY SPRING
PRODUCTION,
'
D
ETECTIVE
STORY'
Fund Drive
Youthful Queen Will Hold Sceptre Tonight;
Trio To Provide Program Of Continuous Music

A trio of charming young ladies from the Xavier Evening
College will be reigning supreme tonight at the Junior Prom.
The court will be assembled at the Pavillon Caprice of the
Netherland Plaza Hotel at 9 p. m.
Miss Marty Bowyer, a 19 year old blond, will hold the
sceptre of the queen. She was
elected on Wednesday, Feb. 10,
by the Xavier student body, having been sponsored in the election
by the Rifle Club.
Her attendents are Misses Lois
Hughes, a 20 year old brunette,
and Jenna Lee Glenn, 18 year old
red head who was sponsored by
The News.
For the dancing pleasure of the
royalty and the guests, Billy Sni-

Queen Marty Bowyer
der's Orchestra. will be on the
stand. The Vito .Rossi trio will
also be present to provide continuous music during intermission.
Her highness, the queen, who is
"looking forward with great expectation and excitement" to the
affair, is a graduate of Regina
High School and takes a course in
public speaking at the Evening
College. She is · employed as a
secretary at RCA and numbers
among her outside interests, jazz
records, dancing, and bowling.
Attendent Jenna Lee is an
alumna of La Salette Academy
in Covington, Ky., and studies
Practical English at the EC. She
is also employed in the Evening
College office.
Lois Hughes, the other lady in
waiting, matrieulated to the EC
from Seton· High School. She attends a theology class at the
downtown school. Lois is a secretary for a doctor during the day.

Workshop-Council
Beckons To NFCCS
The Workshop and Council
meeting of the Ohio-Kentucky
region of the NFCCS will be held
at Nazareth College in Louisville
on March 6 and 7. John Moorman,
senior delegate, and John Grupenhoff, chairman of the Forensic Commission, will be running
for the offices of regional president and first vice-president, respectively, at the Council meeting.
Also representing Xavier will
be Al Cordes, senior adviser;
John Grinsted, alternate delegate; and Dick Tobin, Sodality
prefect. Larry Blank, president
of the Poland Philopedian Soci·
ety; Walter Brusch, also of the
Philopa; Bob Manley, assistant
Forenalcs chairman, will allO 10.

Ending Today

Dresen, Feiertag, Sweeney To Head. Cast Of 34;
Kingsley's Show To Open May 7 In South Hall
By John Gri1111mer, Ne1v11 A1111ociate Editor

As the Feb. 27 Mardi Gras celeRehearsals were · underway this week for the Masque
bration draws near the Student
Socie~y's ambitious spring production, Sidney Kingsley's
Fund Drive is expected to accelerate considerably. Returns over
"Detective Story." Cast in lead roles are Masque veteran Jim
the past week have been increas- · Dresen, newcomer Jean Feiertag, and colorful Bill Sweeney.
ing at fegular rate, announced
Director Maupin has followed standard procedure in placing
Student Chairman, Dick Plageman, and the probability of a last most key roles in the hands of
experienced players, backed by a McDonald and his crew are doing
minute rush has encouraged the
Student Committee to prepare balanced proportion of new mem- just that.
A new departure for Mr. Mauextra return centers on campus. hers.
pin
in this production was the
The
cast,
which
called
for
an
The Bulletin Boards will carry
notice of temporary return points, unprecedented thirty four char- appointment of two assistant stuacters, made a reif they are needed.
Students are reminded that to· c r u i t in g drive
day ls the last opportunity to necessary. There
will, therefore, be:.:::::=:=::::::;.;::.:==.=:=><
make returns.
q
a great number of !:}:;~:=:::!:I'!::'='·::::=:.:;:::
The following students have new faces to be
?=.:=::::==:;':·:/:f=::
made their individual quotas in
seen
on
the
South
the drive: Ted Athanasakes,
Frank Bachman, Bill Board, Jim Hall stage when
Comerford, Fred Drugan, Jim the show opens on
Dusablon, John Galownia, Bob May 7.
Detective Story
Glaser, Bob Glasscock, Paul
is
a modern "slice
··Dan Lavely, Leo Naber,
Fred O'Brien, Larry Plageman, of/ life" tragedy
Ed Sajewski,. Joe Smithmeyer, laid in the detecFlorian Sokolowski, Jim Stein- tive's room, 21st
bach, Don Thomas and John p re c i n c t , New
Wintz. These names will be in- York City. Into
cluded on an Honor Roll set up this scene is
poured almost
in South Hall. ·
· Student activity extended to every imaginable
the individual classrooms this type of character,
week as volunteer spokesmen each of which
made a final plea to the student watches i m p as •
sively ·as the powbody to back the fund drive.
erful central plot
c h urns toward Mr. John G. Maupin directs his Masquers from
one of the most a favorite vantage point.
Photo b11 Bodnar
dramatic climaxes
dent directors. Tom Mehmert is
in the modern theatre.
The Fine Arts Committee, · The show requires but one per- in charge of details of producheaded by Mr. Frank M. Insemi, manent set, great news for tech- tion,· while John Grissmer will
Chairman, Dept. of Modern Lan- nical director Bob McDonald handle dramatic coaching.
guages, announced a change in who said in a recent meeting,
Others in the cast of thirtythe weekly classical record pro- "The basis of this show is real- four include veteran Masquers
grams.
ism. That means we can't just Bob Morris, Elaine Stadtmuller,
Beginning on March 3, a series build a set. We have to build an Vito Decarlo, Joe Smithmeyer,
of lectures by members of the exact replica of a police station." Bill Favret, and Jack Carroll.
faculty of the Xavier College of
Liberal Arts will alternate weekly with the recorded sessions 'of
music.
J;)r. Charles F. Wheeler, Chairman, Dept. of English, will give
the first lecture on "Literature
Rev. Thomas A. McCourt, land, he next studied Scripture
and the Fine Arts Program." On
and Biblical archaeology at BeiMarch 10 the usual record con- S.J., professor of Spanish .~t rut, Syria. In 1914, he studied at
cert will be heard and on March Xavier University since 1936, the Pontifical Biblical Institute
17, another lecture will be pre- -died Monday, February 22, at of Rome.
sented.
Upon his return to the United
the Milford Novitiate after an
Both activities will be held in illness of several months. He was States, he joined the faculty of
the Dorothy Albers Fine Arts 76 years of age.
St. Louis University and served
Room in Albers Hall. Programs
there until 1928 in the language
Father Mccourt had a varied department. He then filled asfor the lectures and the concerts
will appear on the bulletin boards and widely traveled career in the signments as chairman of the
Society of Jesus which he joined modern languages department of
and in The News.
in 1897. After teaching at St. Regis College, Denver, Colo., and
Mary's College, Kansas, from 1904 as professor of Spanish at St.
Econs Go To Ford Plant until
1907, he joined the faculty John's College, Toledo, Ohio. He
The Economics Club is planning
to visit the Ford Automatic of Marquette University where, then came to Xavier where he
Transmission Pl11nt Wednesday, when engineering studies were had an active role in the classMar. 3, announced Rev. Clifford introduced, he became the first room until 1952.
Requiem Mass was offered at
S. Bes.se, S.J., moderator of the teacher in the department and
conducted classes in calculus and 9: 30 a. m., Thursday, at St. Robert
group.
Bellarmine Chapel with burial
The club plans to meet at Xav- chemistry.
In 1808, he went to En1land to following at the Milford Noviier about 7: 00 p. m. and proceed
to the plant. Members wlahinl to study theoloa and to belfn a tiate cemetery. The body lay in
go directly to the plant may meet lon1 aerie• of 1pedal Biblical state at St. Robert Bellannine
studies. Ordained 1n ltll 1n Bnl· Chapel, Wednudq.
· the group at the North pte.

a

Fine Arts Lectures
Begin Wednesday

·Fr. McCourt, Veteran Teacher,
Dies After Extended Illness

.

..

MS. Post Won
By Lindemann
by John Yan Flantlern
In establishing the command staff of the "X Regiment," at the beginning of the
second semester, Col. George
L. Holsinger, Professor of
Military Science and Tactics, announced the appointment of Roger Lindemann as the Cadet Colonel.
A four year veteran of ROTC
and Pershing Rifles, Roger won
his first major award as a freshman when he received the Military Order of World Wars Gold
Medal for outstanding scholarship
and leadership. He. received the
Silver Medal for similar achievement from the Cincinnati Chapter of the Reserve Officers Association of the U. S. in the second
year.
He became a Cadet Officer
in the middle of last year and
rose to Cadet Lt. Col. and thence
to the top position. He is also a
member· of the XOMM and a
graduate of Purcell High School
here in Cincinnati.
Jim Powers was named executive of the regiment, and the
five Battalions are commanded
respectively by Dick Spelz, Adam
Meyer, Lodge Weber, Bill Fitzpatrick and Howard Fishburn.

Deferment . Exam
-Slated For April
All eligible students who intend to take the Selective Service
College Qualification Test in 1954
should file applications at once
for the April 22 administration of
the test.
An application and a bulletin
of information may be obtained
at any Selective Service local
board. Following instructions in
the bulletin, the students should
fill out his application immediately and mail it in the special
envelope provided. Applications
must be postmarked no later than
midnight, March 8, 1954. Early
filing will be greatly to the student's advantage.
Results will be reported to the
student's Selective Service local
board of jurisdiction for use in
considering his deferment as a student.

Sodality Sponsors Pilgrimage
A Xavier pilgrimage to Europe
is being planned to commemorate
the Marian Year. The tour wlll
Include the Sodality World Con·
ference In Rome, Sept. 5-10. Rev.
Jobn I. Wensel, Director of tbe
Sociality, bis partlculan and Ut·
erature aboat the pilgrimage and
lntel'Hted ltuclents lhoulcl eon·
tad him.
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Signs Of Spring

»

ith the unseasonable spell of pleasant weather that we
have been having and the proximity of spring, the cam, pus has again begun to change· color. This change, however,
wi!l not be exclusively to green but to a variety of colors.
The most prominent of these will be the white of paper,
the brown of sacks, and the multi-colors of candy and cigarette
wrappers.
Although it should be unnecessary to remonstrate college
men for such a childish habit, conditions warrant mention of
the thoughtlessness of some students who persist in littering
the campus with refuse and cigarette butts.
The wanton depositing of trash outside of receptacles is
often thought of as a disease that affects college students in
general. However, common sense should be enough of a cure
to remedy this ill which mars the campus interior as well as
the exterior.
·Just as the terrace below the University drive is the
main target for paper trash, the Albers Hall corridor outside
room 47 is the favorite spot for extinguishing cigarettes. At
least in these two "critical" areas might there be slight improvement? It is up to you.
cc

Liberal Arts, Ahoy!

RFE Or World War 111? ,,

P

ersons with average perceptive powers will have noticed
these days in the local press, on outdoor advertising devices, on transit ads, and through other media posters promoting the cause of Radio Free Europe. These same average
persons will glance at the posters and then glance away, not
pausing for much reflection on the subjoct matter.
And yet, the subject matter of this campaign is worthy
of consideration by every American. Radio Free Europe is a
group of radio stations operated by European staffs which
broadcast through the Iron Curtain to 70,000,000 people in six
captive countries. In daily programs the spark of freedom in
the hearts of these people is kindled by the voices of their
own known and trusted exiles speaking in their own tongue.
The broadcasts probe the chinks in the iron curtain and
bare the tyranny of the Red oppressors. The facts concerning
the tre~chery of the Communists are blamed to the citizens
of countries whose only contact with truth is RFE. "Help end
World War III before it starts," is the aim of the campaign
which deserves the attention of every person enjoying freedom of the press. There are things to be given to the Crusade
for Freedom other than perfunctory glances at its advertising.
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"Are You the New Executive Type?" This is the question
that Colli~r's magazine for Feb. 5 asks and answers, and
the answer is good news for devotees of the liberal arts and
an opportunity of a lifetime for the traditional liberal arts
college. The Collier's article reports growing strength in the
industrial movement to choose the liberal arts graduate over
the engineer, chemist, accountant, and business admipistration graduate for industry's top executive positions.
.
This trend was reported in the featured symposium,
"Educating for Modern Industry," which appeared in the May
15, 1953, XU News. Since that tinie several names like
General Electric, Procter & Gamble, Inland Steel, Monsanto
Chemical and Johnson & Johnson have joined the bandwagon. As a sample of what's in the article, P & G personnel
experts reveal that in their tests designed to seek out the
flexible man for an executive position they ask not only
questions like "What is an isotope?" but "Who composed the
New World Symphony?"
A Monsanto Chemical Company official says, "A purely
technical background may teach a man to solve immediate
technical problems, but it may also make him an illiterate,
unprepared to cope with the involved human problems of
management today." An Inland Steel Company official says,
"Actually the complexities of business are such that someone
who understands history, literature and philosophy, who is in
a position to do disciplined thinking, has the type of mind
that will ultimately succeed." · .
·
The Collier's article thus concludes, "If you have a specialist's background like engineering, eliminate yourself as
a new executive. Best advice is to develop a broad ·educational background, and you will provide the kind of material
that most of industry's leaders prefer to train."
It is becoming more and more clear that the small-and
often financially dying-private liberal arts college has a lot
to offer the nation's most influential industries. The question
is, when will this common interest betweeµ wealthy businesses and poverty-stricken colleges translate itself into something more dynamic?
cc

••• By Damico

God Sees You

·Beyond
The X- Horizon
By Jim Gilligan

The next time one of the proverbial prophets of doom
wants to know just what are the young people of today coming to, I will have a bit of statistics on the positive side to
quote back at him-some facts which can easily be checked if
the figures sound almost too good to be true. When 639 young
men from all parts of Greater
Cincinnati and Northern Kentucky come to school still fasting that
they might hear Mass and receive
Communion at least once a week
before their high school classes,
things are not as bad as they
might seem. I refer to the students of St. ~avier High School
who think more of their faith
than of their stomach and whose
record might well stand as an
example for us college men.
Of the entire enrollment consisting of some 790 students, 148
young men have pledged themselves to daily communion in the
school chapel, 266 are willing to
receive Communion three times
weekly, and an additional 225 are
there once. a week. It has long
been a hard and fast regulation
there that the entire student body .

hear daily J14ass, but the rest is
purely on a voluntary basis-and
639 out of 790 is a lot of volunteer's. The many grads of St. X
High now here at XU have a lot
·to be proud about besides the
fine Bomber basketball team.

• • •

Of course, the President of the
Methodist Church in Britain has
probably never witnessed some
such example of faith, perseverance and self-sacrifice as the one
above. In a story entitled "This
Is Religion" but which should
have read "This Is Religion?" our
friend Rev. Donald Soper was
quoted by Time. magazine (Feb. 1,
1954) concerning his teaching on
divorce. "I believe a Christian
shouldn't kill his fellow man, but
(Continued on Pa1e 8)

rurar r

mar mar1ra-

"Television is the worst evil in
the world. It paralyzes the mind,
by furnishing everythi~g the imaginition and intellect do when
working naturally as God intended." So said Father Anseln,
Trappist Retreat Master at Gethsemani, Ky. We, ·to whom the
mind is something that works
only during exam week, tend to
scoff at this. But wait. Stop a
minute. How many times have we
lulled ourselves to sleep with
some insane movie or quiz show
that we knew wasn't worth
watching?
Father Ans'eln qualified his
words by saying, "TV is not
wrong in itself; there are some
very good things (Bishop Sheen,
etc.), but the evil is in the way
man uses it." You can easily see
how it follows from this that the
way man uses it governs the
type of programs that are shown,
in this country at least. Those
things which can create an evil
are always attractive. ·

••• • •

xavler is now on televlslon.
What Xavier do.es with Its TV
time is of concern, indeed. As one
who's on the "Kavler Presents"
staff, I'd hate to think I'm working for the devil.
This same Father Anseln sees
the Jesuits as "the greatest defenders of Catholic Truth in the
world!" (That's quite a statement
from a Trappist.) With the name
of Xavier University before more
people than ever before in history, is "Xavier Presents" indicative of Jesuit Education?
Though any college may participate, it is basically Xavier's
show. We can't overlook the example \ft give.. The fact that It
is a variety show, doesn't mean
it can't maintain the level expected of an Institution of hl1her
learning. Critics voted "Omnibus''
·the best variety 11how of '53, but
its cultural level hasn't suffered
from that format.

• • •

The cathedrals of Europe, the
greatest examples of their art, resulted from man's highest motive,
the love of God. So also with the
sacred chant. Yet, in American
churches, we sing hymns of barbershop harmony. No amount of
people liking them makes them
good art or acceptable as noble
worship, •(see Pope Pius X's Encyclical "Mottu Proprio").
Similarly, no amolint of people
liking "Xavier Presents," ean
make it a produet of hl1her
leamlnl', If It Isn't. It Is not a
question of who likes It, or who
does not. .Its value lies in how
"mature" and "enU1htenln1" It II
By Don Hellkamp
in regard to the level of learning here at Xavier. With eolle1e
students now turnlns In the
"least" returns on a questionnaire
Thirty days has September, April, June and No Wonder. to determine the prosrammtnl'
All the rest have peanut butter except Grandma and she rides for the new "Edueatlonal TV station," the need of 1oo4 eolle1e
a bike. Now, that's not the way it goes. So I stumbled ·over to shows seems more vital Ulan
the calendar in search of a little speculative knowledge not ever. Xavier, are yoa up to It,
knowing that this would be the fox paw to ruin the rest of my or do you want to 1ee children
week. For there as I glanced at
getting questionnaires to see If
March was that nasty third day, meals, cutting down on this, cut- tbey want to leam to read, in the
encircled. One bar from the drag- ting out that, doing, don'ting; next generation?
net theme, maestro.
what a life.
•
Ash Wednesday, less than a
The prospect left me cold. This
Symphony soloist this weekweek away and I still hadn't year, however, will be different. Rubinstein. Need I say more?
made my New Year's resolutions! I rushed over to Fr. Dietz's office
The Agnes de Mille Theatre,
As all of us know, that Ash to see if I couldn't get a dispen- a new kind of ballet company
Wednesday starts the period of sation from Lent on the grounds combining Dance and Theatre
40 days that we call Lent. Now of being a conscientious objector. and presenting a repertory rangthis is the black or mourning per- What an idea. 'l'he Reverend ing from Bach to Broadway, will
iod in liturgical year because it didn't like it. He said that since give one . performance only in
commemorates Christ's fast in the the Dean had tumed his own Cincinnati on Tuesday evening,
desert and then his passion and request down, he wasn't goin1 to March 2, at 8: 30 in the Music Hall.
death on the cross. It is ·also that give out any himself. But he dld
Among the leading dancen are
time of fast smd abstinence have some ideu.
James Mitchell, Gemze de Lappe
which usually makes the comI slumped back in the chair and Dldlja Franklin, who scored
memoration quite realistic. In awaitina the inevitable "1ivin1 in 1everal oristnal productlom on
short, no more eatin1 between
CContlaued oa Pllp I)
BlOadway.

Obiter Dicta

•

•
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Special Group Begins Preparations For New Educational Station
WCET·TV To Operate As Full-Time Television
Station Without Regular Commercials, Advertising ~h:~~: ~~de :il~~~t ~:~:~io:;~
By Bill Sde1er,

NeK11 A.11at:lale

Edllor

. . Professors and professional men of Cincinnati are beginmng to learn the techniques of television presentation as The
.
C
·1 f M t
l't
t'
d
Adult Ed uca t ion
1 an .mcmna 1 un . er. ounc1 . o . ' e ropo
.
takes the founding of this city s first educational TV station,
WCET-TV.
.
. .
.
Cincinnati has thrown its hat ~its to Cmcm!1ati and ~wentyin the educational TV ring with eight .other cities to begm co!1of non - commercial
.
only four predecessors across the struction
nation-Ames, Iowa; Houston, transmittors al.I to be underway
Texas· Los Angeles California· by Feb. 2 of this year. ,
and East Lansing, Michigan. At
T~e ~oti~e ~orce behind the
present the FCC has granted per- proJect in this ~it3: has .come from
- - - - - - - - - - - - - the Greater Cmcmnati TV Educational Foundation which has
undertaken to form a board of
trustees of nine members; one
member to be. designated by each
What's your opinion of the turn· of the followm~: Th~ Bo~rds of
Trustees of Xavier University and
coat American POW's?
the University of Cincinnati, the
Bob Marek, ,57 , "It is my opinion school .boards of the Public and
that these fello
h
s'gned Parochial systems and the Board
their own death ws ave i
of. the College of Music. There
will be four members at large.
:'oa~~a°i!s.th!;
WCET-TV will be primarily

c· .

SOUTH HALL
SURVEY:

are dropped
from the headlines here in
the States·; the
Red Regime
will send them
off to Siberia
and their "Peace Work" will be
done. The Communists have en·
ough sense to realize that if
someone else offers them n better
deal than what they have, will
turn their backs on Russia and
ruin the whole propaganda program they have set up."
Peter Schwartz, '57. "They are
deserters and should be treated
as such. To the
Communists'.''
··they are invaluable as propaganda material.
All of the
" turncoats"
have bad little
education and
are too ignorant to visualize the purpose set
by the ·Reds. It isn't difficult to
suppose what will happen to
these men after they are no longer useful to the Communists. The
Reds don't even trust their own
people so why trust American
deserters."
Jim Alben, '55. "I look upon
these twenty-one men neither to
condemn nor to
pity them. I
cannot condemn them, for
I feel the whole
truth of their
experiences is
not known. Yet
I feel none of
them deserve
to have the United States attempt
to lure them back with 'appeasement. Their plight should serve
to be an' illustration of what
could happen to the American
populace if they were subjected
to Communist oppression."
Tom Poland, '55. "I consider
these twenty-one men mentally
inferior to the
average American. Anyone·
who has lived
in the United
States and then
believes some•
one who tells
him that Communism is the
ri1ht and just form of 1overnment and that Democracy is ~
wrona. must either be a moron
or doped beyond recovery. It ia
interesting to note that none of
these fellows have even a hilh
school education. I think they
lhould not be publicized any

lonpr."

vertising. At first, programs will
be dev~ted to adult education, but
expansion to all levels of education is well underway, including
. courses on the college level.
credit
Moreover the Board of Trustees
has made' it clear that WCET-TV
will not be an amateur undertaking. On the contrary, it will
boast a f u 11 time
·
·
professional
organization including: General
Manager, Program Director Chief
Engineer, Assistant Engineers,
Production Director, Directors,
Continuity Writer-Editor, Film
Supervisor Art Director Studio
Properties 'Manager and Business
Manager.
'
Although it will probably be
several months before the station
actually ·begins operation the
~taff is already being picked and
some of its members are aiding
the Council
· .
. ,
Next Issue. Xavier s part in
Educational TV.

Frank
Sheed' Noted Catholic
•
Figure ' Speaks Here . Monday

Frank J. Sheed, author and
.
. lecture at Xavpublisher,
will
. U .
't M d
M
h
ier m~ersi y on ay, arc
1, at .8.15 p. m.'. under s~onsorship of a special committee

N THE still of the night-high above a sleeping American

city-an unidentified aircraft is spotted. In a matter of
Iseconds
a lightning-like jet interceptor takes to the air.
Unerringly, with an Aircraft Observer showing the way, the
Air Force F-94 Night Fighter speeds to intercept the
stranger. The Aircraft Observer is the man behind the pilot
-the officer who keeps America's planes flying on course
and on target. Without him the Air Force couldn't do its job.

What i1 the Aircraft ObserverP

headed by Miss Mary C. Leonard.
Th e t opic
· of h'is 1ec t ure wi·11 be
"The Inquisition."
An Australian, Sheed heads
the well known Sheed and Ward
publishing firm of London and
New Yo1·k Ci'ty· A veteran ·1ect~rer, ~e ha~ a?pea~ed nu~erous
times m Cmcmnab. He is the
~uth?r of "Theolo~y ~.n~. Sanity,"
~ociety and ~amty,
Com~umsm and Man and a translation
. . . .i of "The Confessions of St. Aug'd;' ::'~- ~ ustine."
·
~
Together with his wife, Maisie
~ \ ~ard'. he was given rece~~ly the
C~rdmal New~an Award at the
national meetmg of Newman
Clubs in Minneapolis, Minn.
Proc7eds of. the .lecture will go
to Xavier Umversity.
Special student tickets for the
.... lecture may be obtained from
members of the Sodality.

He's a Bombardment Officer .. ·. in full control of the plane
over the target area ... the Air Force Officer who "lowers
the boom" on the enemy.

What the Aircraft Observer gets
He earns over $5,000 a year. His silver Aircraft Observer
wings give him prestige and distinction, nnd he wears the
bars of an Air Force Lieutenant. They mark him as the
eyes, ears, and brains of America's Number Onejlying team.

What it talces to be an Aircraft Observer

He's a Radar Officer ..• employing an all seeing eye that
penetrates where human _sight fails.

Tile Aircraft Observer must be sound of limb, keen of mind,
and above all, must have the determination to be the best.

He's an Aircraft Performance En_glneer Officer .•. knowing everything ~here is to know about his plane .•. keeping
it fit for the skies and ready for ~ction.

To qualify as an Aircraft Observer you must be single,
between 19 and 26~ years old, and a high school graduate.
However, it will be better for you· and the Air Force if you
stay in college and graduate before you apply. Then you,
too, can be one of the best .•. as an Aircraft Observer .

.....................................................• ...
He's a Navigation Officer ••. plotting his plane's course
• • • with an entire crew 'depending on him for a safe flight.

WHIRi TO GD MORI DETAILS:
Contact your nearest Aviation Cadet Selection Team,
Air Force ROTC Unit or Air Force Recruiting Ofncer.
Or write to: Aviation Cadet, Headquarters,
U. S. Air Force, Washington 25, D. C.

•
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NIT Bound UD Downs XRaces
Tighten.
In IM Leagues
In Rough Game At Garden ke;~~xp~~;!~~:~~=: I
Muskies Drop Eastern Ky., Alumni In Fieldhouse;

By Looan Rapier

"
.
A little over a week ago this writer had the pleasure to sit in Piontek Leads Scorers, Rehounders In Flyer Tilt
on a meeting of the Mardi Gras captains, who had as their guest
By Br1mo Woll/
speaker George Ratterman, reserve quarterback of the Cleveland
The Xavier University Basketball team in its last three
Browns, and better known as the brother of Rev. Patrick H. Ratterlocal games of the current season slipped from a first class
man, S.J., dean of men. Many questions concerning football were
asked and I will try to mention a few of them here.
victorY: over Eastern Kentucky State to a sloppy loss to Day-

• • • • •

ton in the Garden. In between was a game with the alumni,
Some of the questions had to do with Coach Paul Brown's run- which had some good basketball and a lot of laughs.
ning of the Browns. One was his method of running the team from
the bench. George replied that much more can be seen through
coaches in the press box and on the sidelines. Brown checks on
what they see and sends plays in. It is Brown's opinion that the
quarterback has enough work looking for receivers, without looking
for weakness on the opposing team.

.

.

fensive and defensive play of
Dave Piontek. The big center
scored 22 points, high for the
night, and held Dayton's 6-11
Uhl t 0 18 B t the Flyers had too
·. u
.
much outside shootmg from Horan and Harris to give. Xavier
much of a chance. The Muskies
heid their own until the score was
tied at 12-12. Dayton just pulled
away for the next two and a half
quarters. In the last period Xavier came to life, but it was much
too late. Final, Dayton 81, XU 63.

Feb. 13, in the fieldhouse, the
Muskies hit better than 48 per swished through the hoop.
cent of their shots, led Eastern
About the only encouraging
all the way, and finally wound up thing about last Sunday's game
seventeen points ahead, X 78, with Dayton was the great ofEastern 61. Xavier opened up fast,
• • * * •
leading 8-0 in the first three minWhen asked if he thought the Browns had a Groza complex, he utes. The Muskies carried it to
said possibly, but was at a loss to explain their inability to punch 23-13 at the end of the quarter.
the ball over when near the goal. While on the subject of some of Sharp rebounding by Vonderthe Browns' failures in the championship game, Ratterman said that brink and the accurate barrages
Otto Graham's hands were severely chapped during the game, ~nd from Heim and Piontek brought
he found it very hard to grip the ball. The only reason he .wasn't Xavier through to half time nine
taken out was that they had a lead and it seemed only good logic points ahead. The Muskies started
to leave him in.
off to have another miserable
• • * * •
third quarter when Eastern pulled
The former St. X high and Notre Dame star'thlnks that Terry within three points, but Xavier
Brennan will do well at South Bend. He will be closer to the boys turned them back again, pulling
and they will break their backs to make him look good. Also Terry 13 ahead by the end of the quarhas a very remarkable record as a high school coach, and many of ter. Piontek. and Hei.m each had
his former pupils are now under him at Notre Dame.
19 for Xavier, but it was Tom
* • * • •
Holbrook who put on the indiRegarding Blanton Collier, new head coach of the University vidual scoring show of the seaof Kentucky, he says that it will be very hard for the Browns to son in the fieldhouse with 27
replace him. Collier did the majority of the research for the Brown's points.
and is known as a keen student of the game.
The Muskies' next game was
• • • • •
one which would not appear on
As far as George is concerned he doesn't mind being behind their national scoring records.
Graham. He said he probably would have thought a little about it Avenging the winter's only siege
when he was young, but he has done a lot of playing already and of inclement weather which had
the main thing that counts now is security. Besides he is playing forced an earlier postponement,
for a winner.
the cagers did their bit for Edu• • • • •
cational TV.
Though the Muskies didn't have too much success against the
Feb. 18, the fieldhouse turned
Dayton Flyers last Sunday, two of the Musketeers entered into the into a madhouse when the Alum"400" cl~b. Dave Piontek with 22 points, ou~-dueled the giant Bill ni met the Varsity. The final
Uhl agam, even though Uhl showed vast improvement over his score was 75_50 with the Varsity
early season performances, and raised his point total to 420 for 28 on top but what went on in begames. Bob Heim, who ranks among the leading shooters of the t~een 'was a mild riot The varcountry sank 16 points to hit an even 400.
sity broke out so far in front at
the end of the first quarter that
• • • • •
0 n March 14, the Musketeers will have their basketball banquet. C
h W lk
tarte s
11 d h'
It will be held in the .Rookwood Room of the Hotel Sinton and will anodacle t thue secon
pu de f'iveiscarry
s
r
on.
~e buffet .style. The time for the knives and forks to start clinking Bill Hoffer, now with the Detroit
1s 6:30. Dick Bray, well known sportscaster for WCKY will act as Tigers showed some real style
toastmaster. Other speakers will be Ned Wulk, Bob Finnell, and Al in coll~cting 13 points which was
Stephan. The XU News "Most Valuable Player" trophy also will be top for the Alumni fdr the night.
There was much friendly joustpresented.
ing under the basket between
Cleveland Pro Visits Piontek and Trebs Dickman.
"The difference that Catholic Then with about 15 seconds left,
education and moral training the whole Alumni squad ran out
makes is evident when meeting on the court and the Varsity drew
the various groups of college men a foul. Socko Wiethe stepped to
Schneider (22) and Piontek (32) attempt to block Uhl's (21)
throughout the country." stated the line backwards, tossed the Up-in during the Dayton contest. Other Flyers are Harris (24) and
Gfeotrhgee RC atter man, quarterback ball over his head and the ball Sallee (25).
Photo by Daly
0
1eve1and Browns and
brother
of Father Patrick H '
R
tt
.,
.,
.,
.,
a erman, S.J., Dean of Men.
Ratterman visited the campus
on Monday night, February 15,
to address the meeting of the
The Windy City Four continued 733. The three game loss pushed the sixth place ,.Four Aces. The
for men, women
Mardi Gras Campaign Captains to dominate the Xavier Bowling the "Bums" further into second Aces also took two games in their
and children.
in South Hall. George showed League last week as they took pla~~ and out of. the c?ntenders ~uest to stay in the first divi£,,,~l~ movies of Cleveland games, in- t
t f th
f
th position for the time bemg.
s10n. They dropped the Fighting
I~
""
dividual plays, and personnel, wo ou 0 • ree games rom e
Stalag "17" managed to cling Irishmen deeper into the cellar
~
and gave an interesting talk to Dead End Kids. Scores of 645 and to fifth position by downing the with wins of 651-646 and 630-613.
20
4tkSt. ~\~,~ the group which had assembled 669 were just too much for the Phantoms 698-658, 676-527, while The Irish fought back to claim
Ci•ci•••li Q
for its last meeting prior to the "Kids" who could only manage losing 665-744. The double win the third game 657-623 behind
~ii~~~~ii~~~~;;ii~c;ilo~s;e~o~f;t~h~e~d~r~i~v~e~t~o~m~o~r~r;ow;.;;- to come up with a second game kept Stalag two games ahead of John Grady's 153 game.

Every Body Does The Stretch

Raincoats

Umbrellas
Rubbers

w:ndy c:ty Four Domi·nates Xav:er Bo--vli"ng League,·
No Name.s Move To Fourth Spot With Upset Victory

Galoshes

ae£8st

-r= -r= -r=
..:Ir=

::I : : I : : I

::1r:..

Too Important To ForgetThe tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an essential
in every student's diet.

H. MILLER DAIRY CO., INC.
656 East McMillan

WOodburn 2474

653 to
provide again
their paced
only win.
Jim
Dusablon
the
City Four with games of 136, 169,
and 164 for a series of 4~9.
The No Names pulled another
surprise by upsetting the Backwood's Four. Several weeks ago,
the mysterious one's were in a
battle with the Phantoms for
next to last place. Now they are
in fourth place and threating to
take first place from the Dead Dance ID Air-Filtered Comfort
End Kids. Their victories came Oa Clnc1'1 Lar1est, Finest Floor
on games of 691, 64'1-644, and

Charlie Spivak

Athletic Head Ex·Redleg

and Ills Orebestra

Athletic Director Al Stephan
was once Mana1er of the Service
Bureau of the Cincinnati Bue·
ball Club.

SATURDAY EVENING
RESERVATIONS, CH 3086

to its end finds competition in ~
the 'three I
5 tiff
eagues very
d. j
0 n1Y on~ team
has ma~age

to keep its record unblemished,
and they carry the apt name of
th
·
e Cherry Pickers.
This week saw the end of regular scheduled competition with
only ·make up games left. T~e
tournament should start early ~n
March. The top three teams m
the three ~eagu~s will tangle for
the champwnsh1p.
Cherry Pickers Undefeated
In play in League 1, Hall 11 defeated B.O.A.C. 48-37, while Elet
3A edged Elet 2A, 36-33. In the
other league game, Marion 3
slipped past Hall 8, 42-36.
In games last week in League
II, Elet 2B downed Elet 3B in an
exciting fray by a score of 34 to
33. Elet 2B took over the league
leadership with the victory. In
other games, Marion 2 displayed
lgood teamwork in defeating the
Hil~toppers by a 49 to 41 score,
while Hall 9 won from the Punchy
Five by a forfeit.
In League III games, the Cherry
Pickers easily defeated Hall 7,
74-25. So far the Cherry Pickers
are undefeated, with only one
game remaining on their schedule. The Day Hops defeated Hall
10 without much trouble 50-29.
Cottage B downed Elet 2A by a
78-55 count.
Judd Leads Scorers
Bob Judd is the leading scorer
in League 1 with a 22.5 average.
Following him closely are Elet
3A's Florian Sokolowski with an
18.6 count and Marion's Gino
Paoloni with a 17.7 average.
In League II Fred O'Brien of
Elet 2B is the pacer at a 19.8 clip
with Don Butler of the Hilltop-·
pers (18.3) and Joe Gilmore of
Hall 9 third.
Tom St. John, who plays for
Cottage B, is not only the leading scorer in League III, but is
top man among all intramuralists
with a 21.5 average. The Cherry
Pickers' John Boehle has second
place in the league with his 19
point per game pace.
sTANDJNGs AFTER nvE aouNDs
1
LEAGUE
L1
1. Hall 11 .................................................. w
4
2. Cottage A ............................................ a
1
1

~: ~!~ ~l ~... :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~

5 · Hau 8 .................................................... 1

;:

:~t~A··:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~

f:Eti~u~8 2.................................................. 3

2. Elet 2s ................................................. a
9

3

a. Hllltoppers
Hall
....................................................
4.
.......................................... 2
5. Hall 12 .................................................. 2

;: ~~~h~ ~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~
LEAGUE 3
i. Cherry Pickers .................................. 4

::

g:~ :fop~·..:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~

~: ~~~~a~e .. ~...:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :

7 Elet 12 ................................................... 01
' Elet A ................................................
&.

Students are uked to 1ta1
out of Hinkle Ball unleu theJ
have business therein•
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For
GOOD TASTE
GOOD HEALTH

ICE CREAM and MILK
An Independent Since 180
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MUSKIES FACE FALTERING 'SKIN FIVE
IN HOOP SEASON FINALE TOMORROW
Sqriad 011t To End Season Witli Win Over Miami; .
Redskins Have W/ 011 Only Tivo Since Last Meeting Frosh

Cagers Win
T
Of 'J,J
A
WO
tree S
Boothe Leads Way

By l'Jlel Brennan
In their final game of the 1953-54 basketball season, the
Xavier Musketeers travel to Oxford, Ohio tomorrow night
to meet Bill Rohr's Miami Redskins in a return engagement.
c:
The last encounter saw the Muskie's forced to stage a last . The Xavier Freshmen team
minute rally to defeat the Redskins 73-68.
m the past few weeks has
Last year Miami won the Midfound the winning way, taking
American Championship and also total by winning 107-100.
two games while losing but
particip~ted in the NCAA playCoach Rohr is expected to start one. In a preview to the Eastoffs. This year the Redmen started off hot again, winning six of
· f" t
"th
their
lrS
seven
games, Wl
a
.
.
two pomt
victory
over Dayton
·
Th
t d
among. tth eX wms.
. ey en
.
. here
~ Ile fir~
avier game wit . an
impressive 8-2 record, but smce
then have managed only to beat
Western Reserve twice, while
dropping games to Ohio U., Cincinnati, Toledo (this year's conference winner), Dayton, Bowling Green, and Kent State. Their
early season losses were to Toledo and NYU.
The Redskins' other wins have
come at the expense of Earlham,
Kent State, Dayton, Bowling
Green, Ball State, Arizona State,
Marshall, and Ohio U. Their record now stands at 10-9, not including their Wednesday night
game with Marshall.
X Holds Edge.

the same lineup that started the
Kent State game. The first five
consisted of Dick Klitch, Tom
B ryan t • D on N ux h a 11 • Cap t · B ob
Doll, and diminutive Darrell
""Iedri·c C
h N d W lk .
~.
, oac
e
u - is expected to counter with his "usual"
five of Vonderbrink, Margerum,
Piontek, Heim, and Hofmann.

.
ern Kentucky game the Muskies
copped a heartstopper from Sweenny
A u t o 92 - 91 . I n tius
.
th
" k"
Mu
d b game
B th e
s ies were pace
Y
oo e
\"1°tl
· t s ancl H ea th wi"th 18.
,, 1 20 pom
Wunker tallied 24 for the winners.
Xavier lost its next game to
Block Insurance 74-65. Hank
Schmidt, new cager from John
rl
Cl"S
0
Carroll, hit 25 points for his first
good effort since joining the team.
With Len Spalding out of action
Head Football Coach Ed Kluska with a bad leg, the addition of
released early in the week the Schmidt bolsters Coach Bob Findates set for spring football prac- nell's five.
tice. Practice will open on Mar.
Boothe Scores 15
22 and will end on Apr. 24 with
Last Sunday the Muskies beat
a game. Who will form the opthe Dayton Frosh by a 80 to 59
position has not yet been detercount. Once again the crafty ball
mined.
handling of Jim Boothe and his
As of Monday, 49 candidates
keen eye told the story as the
will turn out for practice, led by
little guard hit 15 points to pace
Capt. Lou Magliano. This will
the Frosh. Fredricks led Dayton
include members up from last
with 19. The Freshmen will close
year's freshman squad. Among
their season this Saturday night
the freshman prospects there are
with a game against Miami, at
about ten players whom Kluska
Miami.
termed promising, to help fill the
gap left by the graduation of 12
seniors from last year's varsity.

G "dd

T

0

pen
Spring Drills Soon

To date X leads in the annual
rivalry, thirteen to six. The 195253 season saw the teams split in
two games. Each team played the
perfect host as both teams lost
on their home court, Miami turning the trick here in the FieldTax Stamps Requested
house 90-70, while the Muskies
did likewise at Miami 110-90. Lavelle Ambidexterous
Students are urged to bring
That two hundred points set a
Charles "Red" Lavelle, Muskie used tax stamps to the Hinkle
, Miami record for ·Withrow Court backfield coach, is the only am- Hall desk anytime during the
until the Marshall game of this bidextrous passer ever to have school week.
year when the Skins upped the played for Xavier.

~;r
wltm:w~

GOT STARTED...

By Paul Cain
Those students who missed the benefit alumni game (and unfortunately there were many who didn't have the spirit or stamina
to come to the fieldhouse, even from Elet Hall, lost a great opportunity to see some of Xavier's finest hardwood athletes of the modern era show their stuff, Each performed in the style for which the
X fans remember him best. Bill Hoffer, (who has also signed with
the Detroit Tigers and will go into training with Jim Bunning)
played his usual fas~ game, jumping and driving and scoring especially from the charity line. The "Beef Trust" was present in the
terrible trio of Martinkovic, Korb, and Wiethe, each weighing over
200 lbs. and Bruno Korb scored as he always did on the left hand
hook from way over in the corner. Weithe, in an effort to add more
color to the evening, heaved a perfect free throw while facing the
opposite basket. Ruberg, Kartholl and Steenken shot the two handers from way out as they did of old and all seemed to still have the
same crowd pleasing qualities.
Art Morthorst was late but came wearing his leg wraps and
T-shirt under his jersey as he did when he captained the Muskies
in 1948 (X had wins over Louisville, LIU, Dayton twice, UC, and
William and Mary). 'IMort" still had enough to completely fake
Dave Piontek and make the tough shot look easy. Bill Donovan,
who is back on campus taking courses, the recently married Dave
Hils, Huck Budde, Trebs Dickman, and Bob Finnell all returned for
a thoroughly enjoyable evening.

• • • • •

To see John Wiethe back in action brought to mind !he many
stories that are attached to the almost legendary exploits of this
gra<luate of the Xavier class of '33. Al Stephan tells the story of
the time that the Irish of Notre Dame invaded the Fieldhouse in
1934 aml all of Cincy turned out for the contest. The Irish had a
great season featuring the All-American Moose Krause, (now athletic <lirector at ND) no lightweight, and forward Don Elser, star
fullback for the South Bend school. The game began amid the howls
of the crowtl and it soon became evident that it was to be a battle
royal between Wiethe, the X center and Krause. Both men quickly
drew a couple of fouls and the referee, halting the game, called the
1mir to the center of the floor and told them that they could kill
each other for all he caretl but he woulcln't call anymore on them.
This was a license for mayhem and mayhem it was. It was a basketball game with four players and a floating brawl.

• • • • •

·

As an ad<led feature, a Xavier fullback, Marcowitz, brawny but
none too brainy, taking the gate receipts from the ticket windows
to the athletic office, viewed the packed house and, thinking of the
trouble of moving through the crowd, <lecided to walk the main
beam of the fieldhouse balancing himself high above the floor with
a money bag in each hand.

''WHEN I Cl-IANGED TO CAMELS,
I f:OUND I WAS ENJOYING

SMOKING MORE Tl-IAN EVE'l2.. !
CAMl:LS J.fAVE A WONDERl=UL
RAVOR ... AND JU5T ™E RIGHT

;;~~
~
Lovoly Hollyw"d Sta•

mtt\,I

r~~i1'

MAUREEN O'HARA says:
"My first stage appearance
was at age 5-hctwecn acts
in a school play-reading a
poem. I've literally lived acting
ever since! First, in clubs,
churches, amateur theatricals.
I was on the radio at 12; in the
Abbey Theatre at 1'~ - had
my first screen test at 17.
Acting is hard work but I love it!"

START SMOKING CAMELS YOURSELF!
Make the 30·day Camel Mildness Test.
Smoke only Camels for 30 days. Sec for
yourself why Camels' cool mildness and ricb
flavor agree with more people than
any other cigarette!

~f /£f!1t/he.rr
~no'

ffqVOr

agree with more people
-

THAN ANY OTHIR CIGARITTll
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DOWN FRONT
By

Both Jim m y Stewart and
June Allyson (as Miller and his
wile Helen) seem to submerge
their personalities in their roles,
lend the picture a vivid dramatic
quality without which it might
have fallen flat. Still and all, the
best scenes are the musical ones:
a jam session featuring Miller,
Gene Krupa and Louis Armstrong; faultless renditions in
Stereophonic Sound or such Glenn
Miller classics as "Moonlight
Serenade," "Pennsylvania 6-5000,"
"String or Pearls," "Chattanooga
Choo-Choo," "Tuxedo Junction"
and "Little Brown Jug."

~fayo

Molts

IT'S All AMATTER OF TASTE
ther stYtokeS
ftesher, srnoo
forcteaner, ack you try, acked,
...... ...... .
'-...
f rorn t""s~r\kes, so ~:Yd:nY•
... ., ,. ,,,,,,,,~,~~~::i:':f':\
\. BuY l.u~,,: tops you ca
. ....,.~. ·-· · ·
.. T.,ey,.
- .........._..

\

\

"torn Ga~iatsf California
V niv
· ers1ty o

• • •
The Guild Theatre, on the serious side after eight weeks of Alec
Guiness, has Carol (Third Man)
Reed's latest production, a postwar-Berlin thriller called The
Man Between. The film follows
the usual Reed formula of intrigue, romance and c h a s e
(through a stark midnight Berlin), winds up neatly with justice
satisfied and the tragic hero fallen.
James Mason is superb as the
embittered Man Between and
employs his Desert Fox accent to
great advantage. Hildegarde Nee
and Clair Bloom (the delightful
Limelight star) portray their respective characters with real
finesse. But perhaps the best performer is Berlin itself. With its
vast gray rubble, its cold, bleak
garrets and its shattered, sullen
humanity, it is a discomforting
object lesson in the grim aftermath of war.

When you come right down to it, you
~
•
smoke 1or
one simple
reason ••• enjoyment. And smoking enjoyment is all a
matter of taste. Yes, taste is what counts
in a cigarette. And Luckies taste better.
Two facts explain why Luckies taste
better. First, L.S./M.F.T.-Lucky Strike
means fine tobacco .•• light, mild, goodtasting tobacco. Second, Luckies are actually made better to taste better • • •
always round, firm, fully packed to draw
freely and smoke evenly.
So, for the enjoyment you get from
better taste, and only from better taste,
Be Happy-Go Lucky. Get a pack or a
carton of better-tasting Luckies today.

Where's your llngla?
It's easier tha;you think to
make $25 by writing a Lucky
Strike jingle like those you see
in this ad. Yes, we need jingles
-and we pay $25 for every one
we use! So send as many as you
like to: Happy-Go-Lucky, P. 0.
Box 67, New York 46, N. Y.

• • •

Silent films take over the
Museum theatre (free) at four

TUXEDO
RENTAL

*
LANDEN, LTD.
606 Vine St.
PArkway 7345

CIGARETTES

.........
LUCKIES TASTE BmER ........
COPllu THIE AMllUCAN TOaACCO COMPANY

CLIA••R,
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The Night Side of The News Night
1

.

School's Letter Service
Contacts Students' Employers

.

Eighty Attend New EC Course Recollection

Day
For N iglit St1tde11ts
Set For Mar. 21

The Xavier Evening College has undertaken another service designed to further the student's interests. Letters were
mailed to the employers of students in certificate and degree
programs informing the employers that their workers were
engaged in self-improvement programs.

A Day of Recollection for The letter stated, in effect, that
EC students has been tenta- the employee was currently entively set for Sunday, Mar. 21,
at the Evanston campus. Although the other efforts of
the evening students have been
aimed at social functions, it is
believed that this endeavor will
'th th
t t d
mee t w1
e mos s u ent response. Rev. John J. Wenzel, S.J.,
instructor in theology at Xavier,
h as been engaged as th e spea k er
for the day
·
.
.
The Day of Recollection will
begin with Mass at the students'
.
.
respective
pansh churches. Exer.
.
c1ses at the Evanston campus will
..
.. . ; .~::::::·)t1!~~ ~open with a conference at 10: 30.
EC students learn how to apply a Formica table top.
Luncheon, and two conferences,
By Dorotliy Trageaer
will follow. The day will conWith an enrollment of approximately eighty in the first elude with benediction about 5
session of the "Do it yourself" short-term course, this novel p. m.
offering of the Evening College proved a success.
Alth~ugh the date is subject to

t?e

rolled m some course at the EC
and that this significant initiative
on his part deserved the attention of his boss. The student-employee names were mentioned
and note was made of the sacrifice that night classes required
the student to make.
The reaction to the letter was
enthusiastic Typical comments
included "We are very interested
'
in receiving this type of infor.
mat10n · : ·. · · · (and) we shall
see that 1t is posted on the personnel record of the individual
.
concerned."
And, "Special · note
.
will be made of these students so
that consideration may be given
them in selections for various
positions."
Since the response has been so
gratifying, the officials of the EC
plan to promote additional ways

1:he first night's.discussion covere~
oper~tions neces- :rep~~S:l~ei~;a;!~pt:~s~~:a~~;~ ~: ;~~~te~~u~!~c ~~~~::=
sary m order to begm any home repair Job. A list was com- one interested in coming.
features is now in progress.

Semester Grades
To Be Ready Soon
X .

U .
't E
. C
avier mvers1 Y vemng o1lege students who attended c~asses last semester . are asked to
wa~ch the bulletin boards ~or
notice ~s to when they. may pick
up their grade cards m the EC
ff'
Th
d
b ·
o ic~ . e lc~r ~ :rel e1~g prod
cest~e m .allpba e icat dor er anh
no ices wi
e pos e as eac
·
t d
group is comp1e e .
Students wno tail to sto for
th ·r g d
d · th pff'
ei
ra et ctar s 1 ~
teh 0 1 ~e
may expec o receive
em m
th e ma1-1 some t'ime 1n
· March or
A .1
pri ·

Put The Bottles Back!
The coke machine on the third
floor of the Evening College is
kept well stocked at all times

nc:; !~~e~,t~d;;!v:,eto ~:~~~n~m;~;

bottles to the racks prov.ided.
piled of the necessary tools for
any home-repairman's tool shop. ----------~----------------------------------------
Places to rent any other tools
were listed, and the proper use
of these tools was described.
During the evening a representative of the Formica Company demonstrated how to apply
a Formica top to a table or cabinet. Using a table from the Evening College office the demonTHE HAT OF PRESIDENTS •
strator first cleaned and sanded
the table top, applied the glue
(cement), and fastened the Formica top in place. The table is
now standing in the EC office
for anyone who would like to
inspect this first evening's work.
Other sessions of the short series will cover numerous home
construction and repair operations. The sessions are held Monday evenings in the auditorium
on the EC fourth floor.

g;~uUJ

Sodalists Plan For 1954
Several Marion Year projects
are being undertaken by the Sodality. A shrine has been erected
in the hall of the Library Building. A Marion Year pilgrimage is
being planned for Sunday, April
4. Xavier students will visit St.
Mary's Church at 13th and Clay
Streets, Immaculata Church on
Mt. Adams and St. Mary's Cathedral in Covington.

FOR SALE-$12,500.
Five room white frame house,
3 large rooms first floor, 2 and
bath second floor. Separate en~
trances. Gas heat. Located on
main avenue near churches,
schools, and stores. Lot 125 feet
deep to another nice street.
Fenced Yard. Garage on rear of
lot. COioniai 3246 evenings.

--5
NEW
--5
--- ENGLAND
-5
HAT
----5-5 MANUFACTURING
--- COMPANY
---5- 118 East Sixth Street
§ ~incinnati, Ohio

-5
--5-5-5-5-5--§
--
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10·00 to 20·00
Introducing Disney Hots for men ... new ot
Mobley and Carew. Fashion offers nothing
finer than these perfectly-proportioned hats made
· of imported furs and crafted by
master hatters. Hot luxury ot o price to fit
.your budget. Sketched ore just
three from o lor$Je collection of the newest
shapes and shades for Spring '54. Choose
your favorite Disney Hot today!
MEN'S HATS

e

SECOND FLOOR

Mahley & tarew

1
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Good Poetry, Play, Essay
Featured In 'Athenaeum'
By Tom Lippert, News Senior Erlitor
This month Volume XXVI, Number 1, of the University
literary magazine, the "Xavier Athenaeum," appeared, announcing itself humbly in small letters on a modern cover of
contrasting blues. The editors wisely forsook the attempt to
supply students with a magazine-size format, a difficult feat
without the benefit of commercial - - - - - - - - - - - - - advertising. Instead, it seems that own conclusions. Perhaps he may
they concentrated on producing a not agree that the book is up to
quality representation of the lit- its traditional caliber. Then he
erary contributions gathered from should consider the shortage of
only one semester of painful printable contributions, and perpleading, begging and otherwise haps set about correcting the situcoercing a dearth of young and ation by unleashing his own literaspiring literateurs.
ary talents for the spring pubA one-act fantasy by sopho- lication.
more Mayo Mohs lent a fresh
flavor to the 1953-54 winter Athenaeum, which saw essay, poetry,
character sketch and fiction provide a varied 36 pages of very
readable 10 point Badoni type. A
traditional feature that might
have been included is the authors'
biographical data, which this
reader missed. The technical
quality, including the proofreading, has improved markedly over I
the 1952 editions, however.
A welcome feature was the
printing of a last summer's address by Dr. Paul Harkins, associate professor of Classical Languages, on "The Meaning of Higher Education." Dr. Harkins' provocative remarks, following the
Socratic method, were well-aimed
at the Catholic student audience
and more than deserving of
printed publication.
The poetry in the Athenaeum
is usually controversial, so probably everyone will not agree with
this critic that Don Ehrhart's
"Turmoil's End" reveals an admirable poetic sensitivity. The
editors justly printed only one
poem from each contributor, and
thus the overtones of a type of
poetry that pervaded this literary magazine several years ago
were not given full vent (happily). Every poem did its part
toward providing a vigorous
renaissance of poetry within the
pages of this edition. It is possible
that the poets' efforts and Mr.
Sparke's "Apology," will inspire
others along these lines.
The best advice that can be
given is for each student to secure his free copy of the Xavier
literary magazine and draw his

Beyond X-Horizon
(Continued from Page 2)
if ~is fellow man is dead, I don't
beheve that he shouldn't bury
him. It's the same with marriage.
When a marriage is dead, it
should be buried." Apparently
Dr. Soper feels that it is as easy
to tell when a marriage is "dead"
as it is when a man is dead.
Among the more choice quotes
of the spiritual leader of 743,590
Britains was the one on the government's foreign policy, "Why
don't we welcome Russian soldiers on our territory? We have
Americans here. We're not at war
with Russia . . . " 'Ere, guv'nor,
I say, this simple columnist isn't
very bright, but even I can see
through that one.

Youth Program Wins Freedom
A'\Vard, $100 For Second Ti1ne
The Freedoms Foundation, Inc.,
of Valley Forge, Pa., announced
last Monday that the Xavier University sponsored "Operation
Youth" had received for the second time, the George Washington
Honor Medal for, as it was
termed, "an outstanding achievement in helping to bring about a
better understanding o f the
American Way of Life during
1953."

This award was first earned by
the specially-designed youth program for high school students in
1951 for its achievement in 1950.
Besides the medal there is a cash

award of $100.
This presentation was prepared
by Xavier alumnus Jerome Graham of the Perry Brown Advertising Agency, Inc.

Braun Aud. Mobs Place
Xavier writers garnered six
points to place fourth in the
Chicago and Missouri Province
Jesuit Colleges Intercollegiate
Contest. Xavier's points were the
result of the sixth place essay of
junior Bill Braun and the tenth
place paper of sophomore Mayo
Mohs, News Columnist.

"I smoke REGULAR
· Chesterfield," says
Mary Healy
"I like KING-SIZE
· Chesterfield," says
Peter Lind Hayes

SMOKE REGULAR OR KING-SIZE CHESTERFIELD • ••

AMERICA'S MOST POPUIAR
2·WAY CIGARETTE

Obiter Dicta
(Continued from Page 2)
this or that because you were not
really losing you were gaining,"
malarchey, etc., which I can so
readily agree to, but, it didn't
come. He picked up the phone
and called St. Aloysius orphanage. Purpose, to find a few positive, positive good deeds which
the Musketeers could do, besides,
of course, the usual daily Mass
and Communion.
Well it seems that the fellows
over there have one hour and
fifteen minutes recreation every
week night but little or no supervision. Here's the deal. For those
of us who want to do something
and don't know what, how about
signing up for one night a week
to teach those kids that hook shot
of yours or that unreturnable
serve in ping pong or maybe
showing a movie or just talking
to them.
Most have two strikes against
them; no mother, no father. It's
not our fault we're lucky. Let's
share the wealth. I'll be there
Wednesday night. You tell Fr.
Dietz which night you'll be there.

Parking Rules Announced
Parking is prohibited on either
side of the school drive from the
main entrance on Dana to the
white line across the drive at the
north end of Albers llalL

'·

THE QUALITY YOU WANT

THE LOW NICOTINE YOU WANT

THE PROOF YOU OUGHT TO HAVE

No matter which size Chesterfield
you buy you get the same premium
quality cigarette, and all the flavor
and mildness that goes with it! You
get the world's best tobaccos, selected
by Chesterfield buyers with the help.
of our research chemists . . . and
proven, by actual tobacco tests, to be

Before we buy tobaccos for Chesterfields, our laboratories take samples
from all over the tobacco country
and analyze them for low nicotine
content. The extra care pays off! In
recent "tobacco tests," the six leading
brands of cigarettes were chemically
analyzed. The findings: of them all,
Chesterfield is highest in quality-

A group of Chesterfield smokers have been examined by a doctor every two months for almost
two years. 45% of them - on the average - have
been smoking Chesterfield for well over 10 years.
The doctor's examinations show •.•

/ow in nicotine.

Consider Chesterfield's record -.yith these smokers ~
with millions of other
smokers throughout America. Change to Chesterfield
and enjoy the taste and mildness you want highest in quality-low in nicotine-best for you!

highest in quality.

you want

no adverae effect• to
the noae, throat and
ainuaea from •making
Cheaterfield.

